The representative of Israel also expressed satisfaction with document C/W/437 and said there should be room for both a 'micro-review' of specific developments and a 'macro-review' of the overall evolution of the trading system in the special Council meetings. As for monitoring paragraph 7(i) of the Ministerial Declaration, he noted there was no indication in the document that any restrictive trade measure taken against Israel, inconsistent with GATT, had been eliminated. He encouraged the Director-General to pursue his efforts at increasing transparency, and suggested that the Secretariat ask contracting parties for additional information on trade measures such as, for example, the granting of preferential treatment (page 39 of document C/W/437) which had not been notified. As regards the lack of evaluation of the various measures taken, he suggested the document might include in future references to the assessment of the Committee on Balance-of-Payments Restrictions concerning the measures it had reviewed.